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Abstract  

This publication presents a JAVA program for teaching the rudiments of adaptive 

digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms and techniques.  Adaptive DSP is on of the 

most important areas of signal processsing, and provides the core algorithmic means 

to implement  applications ranging from mobile telephone speech coding, to noise 

cancellation, to communication channel equalization.   Over the last 30 years adaptive 

digital signal processing has progressed from being a strictly graduate level advanced 

class in signal processing theory to a topic that is part of the core curriculum for many 

undergraduate signal processing classes. The JAVA applet presented in this 

publication has been devised for students to use in combination with lecture notes 

and/or one of the recognised textbooks such that they can quickly and conveniently 

simulate algorithms such as the LMS (least mean squares), RLS (recursive least 

squares) and so on in a variety of applications without requiring to write programs or 

scripts or using any special purpose software.  By the very nature of the JAVA code 

therefore, the applet can be run from any browser, even over a low bandwidth modem 

connection. 

 

I. Introduction  

To proceed directly to the JAVA applet page click here. 

Recently we have developed a custom suite of adaptive signal processing algorithms 

that was written in JAVA to run from the world wide web (WWW). The result is an 

adaptive filtering learning tool that has proven to be extremely effective in presenting 

basic and advanced adaptive signal processing concepts. The key aim of the software 

is to bridge the gap between the theory and mathematics of textbooks and the practical 

application and implementations of adaptive DSP. The students are able to run the 

JAVA program from anywhere with Internet access such as University workstations, 

PCs, or even from home using a modem and PC connected to the WWW. The 

traditional computer laboratory problems of machine availability, software licensing, 

portability and so on are clearly circumvented using this approach. The JAVA applet 

has been used for two years at the University of Strathclyde to teach the Adaptive 

Signal Processing Master's class and as an example of its portability, in the summers 

of 1997 and 1998, the JAVA adaptive suite was successfully used on a course taught 

http://www.java.com/
http://www.eee.strath.ac.uk/r.w.stewart/adaptivejava/java_adaptive_dsp/jdk1.1/javapage.htm
http://www.java.com/


by Strathclyde academic staff using a computer laboratory at the University of Los 

Angeles, UCLA. 

The aim of this publication is, of course, not to teach or provide a tutorial on adaptive 

DSP, but to present a JAVA applet which we anticipate will be of assistance to 

lecturers teaching adaptive DSP either from their own notes, or based on one or more 

of the well known textbooks and tutorial paper.  For readers looking for more 

information on adaptive DSP we refer you to some of the textbooks and tutorial 

papers in the literature [1] - [7].   

This publication consists of the following sections: 
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II. Adaptive DSP Review 

Adaptive signal processing is one of the most important classes of algorithms for 

modern communication systems. Telephone line modems for example now 

communicate at rates of 56k bps and above as a result of the integration of adaptive 

echo cancellers and adaptive equalization algorithms. Similarly, the new generation of 

mobile multimedia systems and set-top boxes will also require the use of adaptive 

DSP as will adaptive acoustic echo cancelation, arguably the next key ``plug-in card'' 

for PCs. Adaptive active noise cancellation is another hi-tech and mature technology 

found in the cabins of some airliners to reduce the level of noise. More generally, 

adaptive DSP can be found in biomedical systems, telecommunications systems, 

industrial control and so on. In this section we briefly review the key adaptive 

architectures, the generic adaptive signal processor, and also present a few 

applications. 

 

A. The Four Generic Adaptive Signal Processing Architectures 

Figure 1 shows the general architectures for the key application areas of (a) noise 

cancellation, (b) system identification,  (c) inverse system identification and (d) 

prediction. Note the common element in these structures is the general adaptive signal 

processor, as depicted in Figure 2, with the input  signal x(k), the output signal y(k), 

the desired signal d(k) and the error signal e(k). 

http://www.eee.strath.ac.uk/r.w.stewart/adaptivejava/begin.htm#References
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http://www.eee.strath.ac.uk/r.w.stewart/adaptivejava/begin.htm#The%20Adaptive%20DSP%20JAVA%20Applet
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    Figure 1: (a) The generic adaptive architectures of (a) Noise cancellation, (b) 

InverseSystem Identification (c) System Identification, (d) Prediction. 

 

The structure shown in Figure 1(a) would be employed if a signal s(k) and a 

corrupting noise n(k) would have to be separated while having a reference of the noise 

signal n'(k), whereas the structure shown in Figure 1(b) would be employed for 

system identification which is the case in many control problems or in acoustic echo 

cancelation where the unknown system would be the transfer function of the 

teleconferencing room. The set-up shown in Figure 1(c) is a typical inverse system 

identification set-up which is used for example in the equalization problem of 

telephone lines where the unknown system is the transfer function of the telephone 

channel and the adaptive filter has to reduce the inter symbol interference and other 

distortions as much as possible. Finally, Figure 1(d) shows the adaptive filter in a 

predictor set-up where the filter tries to predict a sample by using a set of past 

observations. This set-up is commonly used in coders to reduce the redundancy of a 

data stream and thereby increase the coding efficiency. 

Figure 2 shows the components of each of the generic architectures in Figure 1.  The 

aim of all adaptive signal processing algorithms is minimize the power of the error 

signal e(k). This must be done by adapting the signal x(k), such that the filter output 

y(k) is very similar to some desired signal d(k). It is straightforward to show students 

that the only mathematically tractable way forward is to minimize the squared error or 

the mean squared error. From this model the four main (single channel) adaptive 

applications of Figure 1(a)-(d) can be implemented. 



 

Figure 2: The generic adaptive signal processor. 

The adaptive filter weights are then updated using an adaptive algorithm such as the 

LMS.   

B. Real World Applications 

Figures 3 to 8 show block diagrams of some well known adaptive filtering 

applications.  For more information on each application click on the thumbnail to 

view a description and large image. 

 
Figure 3: Room Acoustic identification.  

 
Figure 4 Echo Cancellation.  

 
Figure 5: Noise Cancellation.  

 
Figure 6: Channel Equalisation.  

 
Figure 7: Active Noise Control.  

 
Figure 8: CDMA  interference suppression.  
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III. The Adaptive DSP JAVA Applet 

The signal flow graph structure of the applet is shown below in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9: Adaptive DSP Applet Structure. 

To proceed to the JAVA applet page click here. 

The Adaptive DSP JAVA applet allows algorithms to be run in parallel for 

comparison purposes.  Virtually the entire range of current adaptive filters are 

implemented. The user can specify the input signals as files, or use the signal 

generators within the applet. Therefore by inputting appropriate input signals, any of 

the architectures in Figure 1 can be implemented.  The applet then allows the user to 

view the adapting error signal, and observe the adapting systems as an impulse 

response, as a frequency response (FFT of impulse reponse) or in z-domain pole zero 

factorization.  Although the applet was primarily developed for education purposes, it 

can of course be used for real world off-line simulation. 
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IV. Conclusions 

This paper has reviewed adaptive signal processing architectures and applications, 

and provided a short PDF tutorial on adaptive DSP. We have provided links to the 

adaptive DSP applet contained on this IEEE Transactions on Education CDROM 

which can be run by virtually any recent web browser.  Hence for education students 

can run the applet in computer laboratories, or across the internet.  This applet also is 

available on the WWW and can be accessed 

http://www.spd.eee.strath.ac.uk/~bob/adaptivejava/java_adaptive_dsp/index.htm. 
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